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Now in its Sixth Edition, Surgical Recall allows for rapid-fire review of surgical clerkship material
for third- or fourth-year medical students preparing for the USMLE and shelf exams. Written in a
concise question-and-answer format double-column, question on the left, answer on the
right Surgical Recall addresses both general surgery and surgical subspecialties. Students on
rotation or being PIMPed can quickly refer to Surgical Recall for accurate and on-the-spot
answers. The book includes survival tactics and tips for success on the boards and wards as
well as key information for those new to the surgical suite.

Lewis Mumford's massive historical study brings together a wide array of evidence--from the
earliest group habitats to medieval towns to the modern centers of commerce (as well as dozens
of black-and-white illustrations)--to show how the urban form has changed throughout human
civilization. His tone is ultimately somewhat pessimistic: Mumford was deeply concerned with
what he viewed as the dehumanizing aspects of the metropolitan trend, which he deemed "a
world of professional illusionists and their credulous victims." (In another typically unrestrained
criticism, he dubbed the Pentagon a Bronze Age monument to humanity's basest impulses, as
well as an "effete and worthless baroque conceit.") Mumford hoped for a rediscovery of urban
principles that emphasized humanity's organic relationship to its environment. The City in
History remains a powerfully influential work, one that has shaped the agendas of urban
planners, sociologists, and social critics since its publication in the 1960s.About the AuthorLewis
Mumford (1895-1990) was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1955 and
received the United States Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1964. He is the author of The City
in History, The Culture of Cities, Condition of Man, Interpretations and Forecasts, and Sketches
from Life.
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Joey L., “Many of the questions are things you will be pimped on and it's nice to have this right
there to look through ahead .... I'm a PA student and used this for my surgery class and surgical
rotation. This book was absolutely necessary for both. It's laid out in a question and answer
format so you can quickly look up the information you're looking for. It also allows you to quiz
yourself. Many of the questions are things you will be pimped on and it's nice to have this right
there to look through ahead of time or look up after if you don't know the answer at the time. The
book is thick, but it's fairly compact otherwise. I was able to fit it in my white coat pocket no
problem. That said, it did weigh down my pocket so you might want to have something to
balance it out in your other pocket.I recommend this for any medical professional student going
through a surgery rotation. You'll be glad you picked up a copy.”

Emil Salman, “Great book - exactly what I had hoped. I was looking for a kind of "surgery for
dummies" review book... Surgery was my final test of the year and I was all studied out. The
thought of reading hundreds of pages from Sabiston did not make me happy to say the
least.Obviously, it's not nearly as comprehensive, but a surprisingly large percentage of the
questions I was asked in my final are answered in the book.So in sum- it's not a good book for
actually learning, or knowing the material, but it's perfect for passing your exam...also - I'm sorry
I hadn't come across this book before my clinical rounds, I'm sure it would have helped me then
as well.took off a star because the electronic edition (both online and on the kindle) are definitely
far from perfect. they're readable, but require some work.”

Too Tall, “Superb Resource for Surgical Rotations. This has been an excellent book for my
surgery rotation. In fact, elements of this book have also helped me on other rotations such as
pediatrics. I normally do not read books for studying (or at least not in their entirety), but this
particular book is an exception!Pros:Fits perfectly in a white coat pocketExcellent questions with
concise answersCan be used as a study tool for other rotationsDoes an excellent job in keeping
information simplifiedCovers a range of topics from general surgery to transplantsMentions
learning devices to help in memorizing certain terms or phrasesContains enough information to
help prepare for each topic that may be expectedCovers everything from the basics of surgery to
explaining procedures and treatmentsCons:Even though it is over 800 pages, it is meant more
as a beginner's guide to each topicThe red around "Recall" will rub off with use in a white coat
(in about a week about a quarter had worn off)”

Susan Giza, “Surgical Dictionary. I'll start by saying that the book came as expected, on time,
without unreported damage (I chose to get a used book). This can be closer described as a
dictionary for surgical and medical terms. As a whole I feel it is not the most helpful in my
medical studies as compared to other texts, but it does what it's supposed to.”



tara Sarabakhsh, “My preceptor loved exceptions and minute details and this book covered
majority .... Surprisingly I ended up using this book the most for my surgery clerkship. My
preceptor loved exceptions and minute details and this book covered majority of those obscure
questions he liked to ask us. But overall this is a good book to have to read if there is downtime
or during on call hours. I liked it better than reading Pestana's book during my rotation but
Pestana's audi was very helpful for shelf exam.”

Bryce, “Student's Perspective. I loved this book. It is an easy read. Almost every time I was
pimped, the question and answer were in this book. I even noticed this is great to review for
medicine subspecialties. A lot of information was beneficial to my medicine subspecialties. Not
the greatest for a board review text as most surgery questions on the STEP exams are "best
next step" or anatomy questions. As a student, this was invaluable for my surgical core, but not
the greatest for the STEP.”

Ebook Library Reader, “very informative. I bought this for my boyfriend who is a Junior in
undergraduate school for Biology. He is an EMT as well and wants to go to medical school for
surgery. It is loaded with information,from diagnostic information to surgical tools. He's read
quite a bit of it if not all and refers back to it often. It really is a good read for someone interested
in the subject.”

Payne, “Strapped for time?. This is great for the medical student on surgical rotation that wants
to know what the heck is going on without spending hours reading paragraphs and paragraphs
of text.This may not be great for written exams but it certainly does the job of keeping you in the
loop during rotation and gives you some vital knowledge to answer all those lovely questions
shot your way.This text is not completely comprehensive... but seriously... do you really have time
for another comprehensive text book anyway?If you have many other time commitments and
other subjects to study for during your surgical rotation and don't want to spend all your time
reading about surgery but also don't want to look like a complete idiot every time someone asks
you a question, get this.”

S. Mirabelle, “I love it. perfect book! I do not regret buying this book. 4th year medical student
doing surgery rotation and this book has been helpful.”

Abdullah Almitwalli, “Saves you on the wards + Great Revision.. Surgery rotation's Best
Companion. Especially when Surgeons grill you with Questions.Easy to read due to Question
and Answer. Book mark is genius as well! works also for surgery exam review (Medical School)”

Davidr2873, “Excellent service. Recommended to all medical students who are about to enter
clinical part of student training. Contains the exact questions that consultants will ask you in
theatre and on the wards!”
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